**ATL INTERNATIONAL TERMINAL & CONCOURSE F**

**Check-in Counters:**
- Delta Sky Priority
- Aeroméxico
- Air France
- Delta
- KLM
- Korean Air
- Qatar
- Virgin Atlantic

**Check-in Counters:**
- Air Canada
- British
- Lufthansa
- Qatar
- Turkish
- Westjet

**.services:**
- 5th & Sunset Luxury Eyewear (centerpoint)
- Coca-Cola Freestyle (centerpoint upstairs)
- Coca-Cola Vending (F5)
- Delta Assistance Center (F6)
- Delta Sky Club (centerpoint upstairs)
- Duty Free Americas (F10)
- Écco (centerpoint upstairs)
- El Taco (centerpoint upstairs)
- French Meadow Bakery & Café (centerpoint)
- Fuel Pod (departures hall)
- Global Entry (arrivals hall)
- InMotion Entertainment (F6, centerpoint)
- Interfaith Chapel (centerpoint upstairs)
- Jekyll Island Seafood Company (F9)
- Kiehl’s (centerpoint)
- Lorena Garcia Tapas Atlanta (centerpoint upstairs)
- MAC Cosmetics (centerpoint)
- Maison Mathis Belgian Beer Transit (F2)
- Michael Kors (F12)
- Montblanc (F12)
- Nursing Station (FS, arrivals hall)
- Oversized Baggage Drop-Off (departures hall)
- Pecan Bistro (centerpoint upstairs)
- Pei Wei Asian Diner (centerpoint upstairs)
- Service Animal Relief Area (F7)
- SIM Card Kiosk (F10)
- Smoking Lounge (centerpoint upstairs)
- Starbucks (centerpoint upstairs, arrivals hall)
- Sweet Auburn Market (departures hall)
- Travelax Currency Exchange ATM (F5, departures hall, arrivals hall)
- Travelax Currency Exchange (F7, arrivals hall)
- Tumi (centerpoint)
- The Varsity (centerpoint upstairs)
- VIP Room (F5)
- UPS Kiosk (F10)

**Additional Services:**
- ATM - Suntrust (departures hall, F10)
- Coach (F12)
- CNN International (F5, centerpoint upstairs)
- Fuel Pod (departures hall)
- Global Entry (arrivals hall)
- InMotion Entertainment (F6, centerpoint)
- Interfaith Chapel (centerpoint upstairs)
- Jekyll Island Seafood Company (F9)
- Kiehl’s (centerpoint)
- Lorena Garcia Tapas Atlanta (centerpoint upstairs)
- MAC Cosmetics (centerpoint)
- Maison Mathis Belgian Beer Transit (F2)
- Michael Kors (F12)
- Montblanc (F12)
- Nursing Station (FS, arrivals hall)
- Oversized Baggage Drop-Off (departures hall)
- Pecan Bistro (centerpoint upstairs)
- Pei Wei Asian Diner (centerpoint upstairs)
- Service Animal Relief Area (F7)
- SIM Card Kiosk (F10)
- Smoking Lounge (centerpoint upstairs)
- Starbucks (centerpoint upstairs, arrivals hall)
- Sweet Auburn Market (departures hall)
- Travelax Currency Exchange ATM (F5, departures hall, arrivals hall)
- Travelax Currency Exchange (F7, arrivals hall)
- Tumi (centerpoint)
- The Varsity (centerpoint upstairs)
- VIP Room (F5)
- UPS Kiosk (F10)